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CAMERA TUTORIAL

1. Download the camera bellows template and cut and score the 4 pieces. I recommend using
the thicker Pion Design Palette for the bellows. If you are cutting and scoring the pieces
manually, be sure to print out the template at 100% so that your sizes will be correct.

2. Notice that 2 of the pieces have a certain side zigzag score line pattern while the other 2 have
the opposite zigzag score line pattern. Fold each piece like a fan making sure the mountain
fold has the zigzag point at the score line. The valley folds will have the zigzag point at the
outer edge of the paper. Each 2 pieces that have the same zig zag score lines will be
assembled opposite each other on the bellows.
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3.

Fold the side zigzag score lines. You will fold in the mountains and keep the valleys out as
shown below:

4. Repeat this with all 4 of the bellow pieces. Notice below that one piece has zigzag fold lines
going the same direction, and one piece has zigzag fold lines going the opposite
direction. This will allow the pieces to fit together correctly when assembled. Remember that
the side which has the cut lines along the mountain folds will be at the top of the project as it
will hold the photos/tags.
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5. Unfold and apply score tape right next to the long score line on the zigzags as shown below
on both sides of one of the pieces.

6. Refold the piece back into position and remove the paper backing from the Score-Tape. Take
one of the pieces with the opposite score lines (different color in my project) and hold it 90
degrees apart and begin adhering the sides together as shown:
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7. Repeat with the other side and your bellows will be almost complete with 3 sides now
attached:

8. Now with the final piece, apply Score-Tape as shown earlier and attach to the exposed sides of
the formed bellows the same way you did above and your bellows is finished! Note that the
top of the bellows will be the side with the cut slits
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9. Construct 2 chipboard boxes measure 5 ½” x 5 ½” x 1 ½” deep.
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10. Cover all the sides with Pion Design papers
11. Apply glue or Score Tape to one end of the bellows and adhere one end at the bottom inside
of one of chipboard boxes. Make sure you situate the bellow piece with the top slits at the top
of the project.
12. Insert your tags or photos into the top slots.
13. Decorate with Pion Design images, tags, and borders.
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